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Carol Gallagher - NRC Rulemaking,

Thank you for confirming you did receive my email comments earlier this afternoon..
  During our phone conversation, you confirmed you would forward my comments on
NRC 2012-0246 to the appropriate NRC section for consideration.    I appreciate
sharing that it was your understanding the public comment deadline was not still
open, and wasn't closing on December 19, 2014, only one day before the Proposed
Rulemaking becomes effective (next day on Monday, December 20, 2014).  

These many cases, with overlapping applications (like San Onofre SONGS 2 & 3)
easily become confused for me.    During our phone conversation, we talked briefly
about multiple cases.   I still believe on this specific case, the FR Notice combines
another Rulemaking and Final Rule in the FR, using a single public review period
(instead of two comment periods).   I think this FR notice (combined with Final Rule)
 is similar to the unusual process and method applied in the other relevant
Rulemaking pertaining to San Onfore Units 2 & 3, which was separately processed
under NRC NUREG 2013-2157.   

As understood, the environmental clearance under federal regs on NUREG 2013-
2157 generated an unexpected large number of relevant public comments from
southern CA citizens living in densely populated region within 50 miles of San Onofre
(SONGS 2 & 3).   In fact, in a recent SCE press release, I saw a new statistic they
cited, that in the SCE (Edison) service area, the ratepayer base at SONGS 2 & 3
covers up to 14 million customers !   That's much larger than the previous figure I
recall cited as relevant population figures for potential at risk customers, for
emergency planning purposes (8.4 million within 50 miles of San Onofre 2 & 3).  

Altho SCE Edison portrays the Decommissioning Process (DP) as operationally less
active, (other than near term), and that there is no need for retaining full onsite
emergency staffing levels (fire response), or the 39 critical onsite emergency
positions that SCE just removed last September 2013, (without NRC notification or
authorization).   This onsite deficiency of having 39 fully staffed and trained safety
positions on duty (or at least on call) at San Onofre (SONGS 2 & 3) became a
glaring problem only a few months ago, and still remains unresolved.   Citizens in
southern CA have confronted recent declared fire emergencies in San Diego County
during multiple fires during 2 weeks of mid May 2014, where many homes and some
businesses were damaged, or destroyed.   This was a BIG WAKE UP CALL, AND an
important unexpected safety gap that still remains UNRESOLVED (to my knowledge).
 

Many local residents, citizens and students in southern Ca have brought up relevant,
and highly credible public health and realistic safety concerns regarding ongoing
waste storage for indefinite prolonged periods (far beyond the 60 years) and
strongly feel that INTERIM waste storage proposals (as currently proposed by SCE)
are insufficient to assure ongoing public health and safety.   

Experts have identified multiple technical deficiencies, which indicate the cask design
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for prolonged (indefintely) storage of spent fuel need to be upgraded dramatically,
to provide MORE than the mere INTERIM safety casks designs (as proposed), which
are not expected to last 30 years.    SCE Ratepayers and customers expect, demand,
and already PAID for the FULL Decommissioning Plan for SONGS 2 & 3, through
excessive rates collected over decades for decommissioning at San Onfore.    

While I think there may still be some confusion about the effective date on this
Rulemaking 2012-0246 , I assert the five (5) mandatory Findings are still NOT
sufficiently supported by existing evidence in the public record, on this Final Rule.. 

Regardless, I appreciate your immediate action to forward my email comments to
NRC's other section. to determine if my comments are timely and can be considered.
 

In my first email today, I forgot to identify the recent dates of last two October 2014
Community Engagement Panel (CEP) Meeting(s).    A Notice in Orange County
Register (10-08-14) was published:  announcing the CEP Panel held  two recent
recent public meetings pertaining to the current Decommissioning Plan proposed by
SCE Edison:

C.E.P. Panel Meeting - October 9, 2014  (6:00 - 9:00 pm)  San Juan Capistrano
Community Center - (Regular CEP meeting) - Emergency Response Plans

C.E.P. Panel Meeting - October 14, 2014  (10:00am - 12:30 pm) San Juan Capistrano
Community Chair (Special CEP meeting) - SCE-propsed Decommissioning Plan to
store spent nuclear fuel in onsite dry cask storage 

It is of VITAL importance that the NRC staff section evaluating my comments on this
Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Rule (NRC 2012--0246) are inforrmed
of this important NEW information, that could NOT have been available any earlier,
from the public comments received during the two recent C.E.P. meetings in past
two weeks.  

 It would be an insult to have NRC's FINAL Rule become effective on Monday
October 20, 2014, without having FULLY CONSIDERED HIGHLY RELEVANT,
TECHNICAL, AND SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS and public comments and
concerns about public health and safety.   The public worked hard to educate
ourselves about the complexities of the proposed SCE Decommissioning Plan, and
become informed as possible.   The public listened, read, reviewed, enormous
technical materials, and identified specific gaps, and deficiencies.  The C.E.P. was
presented with informed residents who brought thoughtful concerns and
recommendations with reasons to the Community Engagement Panel for upgraded
casks.  

Before the public CEP Meeting ended on October 14, 2014, CEP Panel agreed that
additional safety concerns discussed at tonight's meeting are important, and will be
looked at by C.P.U.C.   The CEP Panel suggested that the CPUC Commissioners have
authority to better evalaute technical safety concerns, and if necessary identify
design upgrades, better instrumentation, procedures, and buget projections.  
Additionally, they felt CPUC also has authority CEP does not have to assure the
public that ultimately processes will provide assurances of better integration of
processes to select vendors from wider circle of qualified vendor(s).  Citizens in
southern California already PAID for FULL Decommissioning at SONGS 2 & 3 (San



Onofre).    C.P.U.C. Commissioners are poised to APPROVE FUNDING FOR SCE'S
proposed Decommissioning Plan at their next meeting, scheduled for November 20,
2014. 

Final Rulemaking by NRC on this Waste Confidence re-do, should be completed well
before the CPUC INTERIM funding is authorized.   , Technical experts (outside the
nuclear utility and industry) have proven  better vendors are also qualified to
perform, and provide public health and safety at levels which are NOT excessive, but
will BE SAFER, (where the currently proposed NUHOMS 32 casks have NOT been
proven).  
Thank you.
p - escondido
.  

 

On Fri, Oct 17, 2014 at 12:27 PM, Patricia Borchmann
<patriciaborchmann@gmail.com> wrote:

Carol Gallagher,

I would like to offer my personal comments on the proposed Final Rule, on
"Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel"; pursuant to FR. Vol.79/No.182, before
the end of public review period (October 19, 2014).

First, this proposed Rulemaking will have unprecedented impacts, and as currently
written will be setting overly SIMPLIFIED, overly relaxed standards for future
enviornmental reviews, for an entire series of related actions and complex permit
sequences by NRC, federal, and state/local  agencies.  

This proposed FINAL Rulemaking is another example of NRC's application of
'rushed' and incomplete analysis for NRC 2012-0246.     This Final Rule analysis
and Rulemaking (if understood correctly), was supposed to replace the former
"Waste Confidence Rules", which were  already found legally inadequate by court
actions.   

It appears, that instead of this Final Rule being predicated on a set of proven best
practices, and industry standards developed over time, there are a number of
NON-EXISTENT, modern technologies that still have not been developed ,,
designed, analyzed, prototyped, or even tested !  

Before this, or ANY proposed Rulemaking and Final Rule are finalized (effective
 October 20, 2014), it is up to NRC to apply a much more modern, system
analyses, which STILL PROVIDES EQUIVALENT ongoing, sustained, and more
certain standards of public health and safety.     .     not just during an INTERIM
PERIOD, but with reasonable assurance that an ultimate, realistic, and technically
feasible permanent disposal solution that is specifically and reasonably assured,
fully analyzed and funded  by another federal agency (DOE).   

It is not enough to point to, or abdicate NRC's authority on nuclear industry's own
failure to devote sufficient R&D far in advance, to solve long term foreseeable
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storage/disposal/transportaton issues long before any site specific  plant
Decommissioning Plans are to be presented to the state funding agency..... such
as that currently pending imminent approval at San Onofre (SONGS 2 & 3).  

At S.C.E.'s last two Community Engagement Panel Meetings in southern California
(San Juan Capistrano Community Center), highly technical unresolved issues were
identified, and major technology gaps were specifically identified by members in
audience who attended to contribute specific recommendations for upgraded cask
designs, prepared by credible technical experts, and local community organizations
representing residents in San Diego, Orange County, LA County, Imperial,
Riverside, San Bernardino and far beyond, about unanalyzed impacts, or impacts
which NRC's federal environemental processes still overlook, and need to be better
integrated with other state, local, and federal Permitting agencies.  

I know this afternoon is the deadline for public comments on this important Final
Rule, so with this email, please accept my personal comments.

. , on an entire range of unproven theories, and unsubstantiated assertions, and
relies on the ongoing (but still uncertain) AND UNPROVEN  assumptions that
future actions by DOE to resolve remaining technical gaps, will be resolved quickly
enough, that "INTERIM" Decommissioning Plans  are good enough.  News flash -
no, that's NOT TRUE, even if C.E.P. took action on October 9, 2014 to ENDORSE
SCE's Decommissioning Plan (DP), there was substantial testimony, and credible
criticism by experts and local residents within impact areas that WERE
RECOGNIZED, and need to be further analyzed.    

The proposed FINAL Rulemaking for NRC 2012-0246 is again, premature, and
would finalize an incomplete, inaccurate analysis on Continued Waste Storage of
Spent Nuclear Fuel in US. reactors, and at site specific locations like San Onofre 2
& 3.  

Thank you for opportunity to provide public comment, and participate.

The public in southern California REJECTS the current Decommissioning Plan
proposed by SCE Edison for SONGS 2 & 3.
  and makes changes to improve readability"


